Coaches for 'The Purple Dragon' Uneraught Men

BY J. PIERCE '22

One of the dominating factors in the success of any theatrical production is the selection of the proper coach. Many educators claim that the luck of this year's Tech Show has assured four generals who have the greatest obtainable in their line—who have made this year's effort one of the most remarkable, that of certainly

Miss Frances Hillman, who is a familiar figure to many of the former Tech shows, has gained ground as a coach. She has always been most successful in her undertakings and in the spirit of his fellow men, and, as he was a well-known opera star, she volunteered his services as an entre- tainer. While he spent practically his whole time in the front of the line, he was as neat in his movements and person as ever. Miss Hillman has made him handling of the 'Purple Dragon' and it is believed that the coast to better provided at this time than ever has been before.

Miss Dennis Training Bureau is one of the prominent杜绝s. Lino Dennis has repli- cated the role of the Ford for the time. This bro- thes has much more dancing than any previous Ford so far; it does it better, too—but it is done with so much naturalness and skill as a coach. While she has announced the success of this year's show, she "hates" the professional and not the amateur. She is much more interested in amateur theatri- cals. Her experience in this line is wide and varied. Of one her specialties was in playing off a Jan Hay Bell for the Thayer Academy in Boston. Miss Howard, the orchestra coach, cooperated with her in all matters, and it would be impossible to say how much the orchestra was seriously con- sidered. It would not be

Ballet Exceedingly Good

Miss Freiman, a new and successful coach, is another popular figure in Tech Show. She was considered to be the success of the Ford this year. In many of her numbers, which had material which would surely have been the front of the line, was devoted to the coach. Very little need be said about her. Her work has been so perfect that it is impossible to cause anyone who has seen a Tech Show to be disappointed. The assembly was seriously con- sidered.
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